Conservative Periodical
Presented to Echo
National Review Shows
"Lack of Judgement"
By CAMILLO MARQUEZ
The ECHO has been presented with a subscription to the National
R eview by the Young Americans for Freedom. It is a weekly magazine edited by William Buckley, Jr., one of the spokesmen of the conservative revival. Other conservatives, such as X. Brent Bozell, James
Burnham, Willinore Kendall, Frank Meyer, and Russel Kirk, contribute to its pages.
Freedo m of th e press , and parIt is a serious magazine which
t
icula
rly the cri ti cal press , is a
discusses c u rren t poli ti cal , soc ial,
and econom ic issues in it s regu lar cherished birthright of our nation,
columns , an d rev iews various boo k s but the negative, destructive, and
in a section called Books, Arts, sometimes hateful attitude of N.R.
Manners. The October 7 issue, is cannot be what the founding fathers
quit e comprehensi ve , including ar- so u ght to guarantee. The magazine
tic les o n t he Al gerian ques t ion , Ber- is an organ of a group of bitter
lin , Religion , and reviews of Let- people who hold vendettas with
ters of H. _ . Mencken , The Myth Welfare, The United Natibns, forof Mental Illness , and Swineburne , eign aid , President Kennedy, civil
rights , negotiations with Moscow,
a Selection.
The articles are well written and and the New York Times.
Let us examine the way National
the reviews are interesting, but the
most provocative part of the maga- Review treats individual issues. In
zine falls under the title "The discussing President Kennedy 's
Week" . It is a collection of ran- speech to the General Assembly, the
dom editorial comments on what- magazine takes excerpts from the
ever t op ics Mr, Buckley feels like tracts in a way that publicity
criticizing. The first comment sets agents usually do with reviews of
Broad way plays. N.R. then makes
the tone for tho rest of them.
Running around in lollipop cir- editori al comments about each excles , a comic book on Caroline Ken- cerpt. To quote directly from the
"Mankind
nedy, and Jack and Jackie. A high magazine : (Italics):
point in the slop occurs when the must put an end to war-or war will
President is entitled the 'conquer- put an end to mankind , . . The
or o f pain. ' He didn 't conquer pain, weapons of war must be abolished
before they-abolish us . . . For we
he nationalized it. "
Such a comment is typical of the prefer world law , and the age of
way N ational Review ti'eats most self-determination to world war , in
issues. Tho maga-zine shows a lack the ago of mass extermination . . .
of m aturity, judgment , and above Together we shall raise our planet all , the lack of any critical under- together we shall perish in its
standing of tho matters which it flames. " To this N.R. replies : The
considers crucial in public policy. glib ghost-writing smell only acIt could only be considered good cents tho static emptiness of this
journalis m if the points of the is- banal and inexact idea as it is timo
sue were objectively presented and after time repeated. "
Any idea may appear empty, banjudgements made after a logical
consideration of tho facts.
Continued on Pago Five

A venture of faith . .

World Economics Students and Faculty
Topic of lecture;
Adler To Speak, Discuss Colby Problems
Current Report on World Economic Development" will be the subject of John H. Adler 's Averill Lecture schedule for October 11, at
4 :30 p.m . in Lovejoy Auditorium.
Mr. Adler is Economic Adviser of
tho International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. His
position with the World Bank includes the study and review of economic development projects whioh
the Latin American nations present
to the bank for financial support.

M>. Ad lor was born in Taehoy,
Chechoslovakia , and educated at the
University of Prague , and Yale,
where he received his Ph.D. in 1945.
Ho has served as Research Assistant of the Yale Institution of International Studies , Instructor of
Economics at Oberlin College , and
economist for the Board of Governors of tho Federal Reserve System.
For a .time, he .hold tho position of
Deputy Chief in the Finance Division of tho United States War Department in Vienna , Austria, Ho
ATTENTION
has
also boon economist for tlio
Your folks or your friends would like to know what's going on '
Federal Reserve Bank in Now York
at Colby. Why not fill out the coupon below and return it toCity, and lecturer on Latin Amerday ? The ECHO will be mailed each week througout the enican Affairs in the school of Adtire year to whom ever you wish.
vanced International Studios at
Johns Hopkins University, Mr. AdCOLBY" ECHO
ler is tho co-author of several books ,
and tho author of many articles in
Colby College, Waterville, Maine
his field.

Please send the ECHO to:

Name

,

Street
!
Town and State
Enclosed is $2.98 for year 's subscription ~] Ploaso bill later FJ
Bond tho bill to:
Name
!
i

' . ' Address

"D on 't ovor daro to take your
collogo as a matter of course •

boo auso , llko democracy and freedom , many pooplo you 'l l never
i know anything about havo broken tholr hearts to got It for you.

i

"J

Alice Duor Millor !

Workshop To Present
Suggestions for Improvement
E
By MARY BALLANTYN

On September 23, a group of students, faculty and Administration members gathered at the Colby Adult Education Gamp for a
series of discussions pertaining to the academic and social life of the
college community. The Workshop was organized by the Women's
Student League, but each p articipant made suggest ions which were
incorporated into t h e discu ssion t tp ics. Such topics as social life in
gen era l, sorority and fraternity izations , and a co-od dining hall.
values, honor systems, and intel- To the Colby College Administralectual stimulation wore themes tion ; the recommendation for conwhich dominated tho -7-hour talk sideration of Administrative attifest : tho lack of privacy and the tude toward "in loco parentis", and
lack of interpersonal relationships a re-evaluation of tho moral and
between student and student , stu- social responsibility granted each
dent and faculty and student and student, To the Student GovernAdministration. Tho Workshop was ment ; recommendation for sponsorcharacterised by the openness and ship of weekly, free entertainment,
frankness of a group deeply con- as woll as support and approval for
coi'nod with tho improvement of their efforts in the investigation of
morale and general spirit of the honor systems. To tho Women 's
campus. Tho problems boiled down Student League ; tho recommendaspecifically to "no place to go . . , tion for consideration of later
for a quiet chat , a relaxing cup of hours. To all Dormitories, Sororiton , a rnoal for mon and women stu- ties, and Fraternities ; tho recomdents , a discussion with a professor , mendation for consideration of
or simply to bo alono. " In other group invitation to parties and open
words , thoro is a deplorable lack houses , and an expansion of culturof facilities for mooting people , cas- al programs,
Tho Workshop will continue to
ual enough to bo conductive to
meet
throughout tho year to consmall group gatherings .
tinue discussion and investigation
As a roHU.lt of tho discussions , a of campus problems , goals and prosecond mooting was hold September gress , as woll as to encourage in29. Proposals had boon drawn up dividual s and groups to initiate acand woro voted upon to bo present- tion for tho improvement of tho college community.
ed as recommendations to various
groups and committees. Thoy are :
Weekday Chapels Rov. ReyTo tho Board of Trustees ; a rooommondatiori for tho next building
nolds from th o Firs t Baptis t
to bo constructed to bo a Central Churoh will spo ak on Tuosday ,
Union with facilities for a largo spa ,
Ootobor 10 at 11 :oo a.m.
a separate bookstore , a post office ,
lounges, mooting rooms for organ- ' *** i** —' f <" _ "" -~ _"~ _f~ -f" ir .ir _r j _' ar jr __ _jn uW~ _r .^ .j n ,

Lette rs To Editor
Edi torial:
Honor System - Part 1
Is cheating a major problem at Colby ? Ri ght now, and , indeed ,
for the past several years, it would seem not - a negligible number,
if any, of Colby 's students cheat on their exams, plagiarize material
for papers, or in any similar way corrupt the education they are getting. By and large, Colby students can be trusted. Nonetheless, there
is still a proctoring system for exams, antiquated as it may be. What
are its advantages? None. What are its disadvantages? Both in its
practice and in its imp lications, many . There is, for example, the interruption of schedules' both for proctors and for students. There are
the crowded , uncomfortable, and noisy conditions of the Women 's
Union : sitting in the seats of the exam hall for two hours is not the
best stimulant to intellectual activity ever devised by man . Then , too,
the system of exam-giving now in existence effectively hampers the
range of questions available to an instructor : it becomes difficult for
an instructor to demand questions requiring the integration of materials considered during the semester because reference books are not
allowed ; exams thus become little more than glorified regurgitation
sessions, requiring little thought , but good memory.
This situation is regrettable. The College is attempting to stimulate
thought - the January Plan is the prime examp le of this attempt.
Too , it is attempting to stimulate independent intellectual endeavor again , exemplified by the January Plan . Implicit in these attempts
is an assertion of the trustworthiness of the student body : rh the January Plan , any student with a subtle mind, a Roget 's Thesaurus, and
a penchant for avoiding words of more than three sy llables, could
easily plagiarize his entire work , did he so desire. The assumption is
that he will not so desire. Is it consistent of the College to affirm its
trust in the hdnesty of the student bod y in one, isolated instance - no

To the Editor :
I would like to use your medium
of communication to thank all those
who went on the Outing Club Katahdin Trip for their cooperation ,
without which the trip would not
have run smoothly. Seventy-one persons , a record number , showed the
spirit and enthusiasm necessary for
any successful venture of this sort .
As a result , everyone had a great
time , and all look forward to the
next opportunity to climb Katahdin.
Special thanks go to the Katahdin
Council members who planned the
trip, to the cooks who fed us
steaks , to the numerous packers
and drivers , and to the chaperones.
One indication of a successful trip
is the reaction of the rangei-s ia the
Park. The rangers complimented
the group for being orderly, and for
leaving the campground in good
condition. This is hi gh praise , of
which the group and the Colby community can be ju stly proud.
Sincerely,
A. Lawrence Barr
President , COG

STUSElf T GOVES UntEIfT

October 2, 1961
The regular weekly meeting of Student Government was called to
order at 7:10 by president Frank Wiswall. The Sop homore Class
representative and the second representative to the IFC were absent.
The secretary 's report was read and accepted. The treasurer reported
a cash deficit of $62.98 and a sinking fund balance of $3297.70.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1. The possibility of renovating
the old Stu-G room in Robert 's
Union for the regular meetings will
be presented to the administration.
2. President Wiswall read his
reply to a letter written by Bill
Marks, president of IFC, which was
published in the Echo of Sept. 29.
This reply will appear in full in the
October 6 issue of the Echo. The
secretary cleared up the question
presented in the same letter concerning a roll call vote. The IFC
representative then declined the opportunitj' of a re-call vote on the
question.
3. Next meeting a committee will
be formed from the voting members
of the council to work on constir
tutional revisions. Such membership is advisable because constitutional amendments must be passed
by the council before they are submitted to the student body for vote.
Open sessions will be held on proposals. Any student may submit
suggestions in writing to the committee.

To the Editor ,
As Student Government officers
this year , we would like to go
on record together as supporting
the Student Government president.
We feel that his handling of the
meeting of September 25 was , under the circumstances , excellent.
We also feel that we are working
as a unit for Stu G and the student
Continued on Page Five
body and not for our own personal
convictions.
Sincerely,
OLD BUSINESS
Nancy Kudriavetz
l.The Stu-G concert series has
Ron Ryan
been
postponed until second semesThe Division of Health and Physical Education at Colby offers two
Al Weller
ter.
This
may take the place of the
years of something it calls "Ph ysical Education for Men". The reWinter
Carnival
concert usually
To the Editor ,
quire d courses, Ph ysical Education 1, 2, 3, and 4, are described in the
held
on
Saturday
as
a rescheduling
The preponderance of house-flies
college catalogue as, "Instruction and supervised competition in seaof
the
winter
weekend
may necessin the dining hall of Robert's Union
sonal sports during the year." The purpose of this article will be to this year has been
itate
removal
of
the
concert
from
one of the most
the
program.
demonstrate that under the present methods used by the Division , disgusting .spectacles. I!ve...seen here
^
'
'
there is neither supervision , instruction , or competition in the classes. at Colby. To alleviate such pitiful MW BUSINESS
1. Steve Garment presented exAt the end of the article , the proposals for improvement of the situa- sanitary conditions , I would suggest
that Miss Tri pp utilize some of her cerpts of a letter from the Office
tion will be stated.
sundry talents and get rid of the of the Dean , which was sent to all
During two seasons, the spring and fall , activities are conducted nuisances before they get rid of us. students of off campus rooms. The
sections in question concern the coloutdoors. These are four sports in which students p artici pate: touch
Dennis L. Hardy, '64
lege feeling responsible for the adfootball , soccer , tennis , and baseball (in the spring) . However , the
equacy of these facilities to the exroutine of a typical class is this : hike down to « the fieldhouse, do a
tent that the dean visit the rooms
few pushups, run a few laps around the football field , and then diswhich were found without the aid of
perse to unsupervised activities where no coaching is provided. Com- To the Student Government :
the Dean 's office. Mr . Garment questioned the right or necessity of such
petition , if it exists at all , consists of any "p ick-up " teams which are To the Editor of the ECHO :
26 September , 1961 visits especially in cases where the
formed.
I am very much surprised , and occupants are upper classmen or of
In the winter, half the students skate leisurel y around in circles on considerably stung, by IFC Presi- legal age.
the ice, some play "p ick-up " hockey, again without instruction or dent Marks' letter to tho Editor This raised the question of tho
supervision , some p lay basketball , and some work out in the weight- published in the September 29 issue Colby administration's right or
of the ECHO.
duty to act "en loco parentis". It
rooms or run around the track . For some strange reason , only those
That Bill should choose to view a was commented that areas such as
students who work out or play basketball are asked to do the pushups closo vote on an understandably
hot housing off campus should concern
and laps which constitute the Division 's idea of exercise. It would issue as a personal triumph of mine ,
seem that the people who are willing to work up a sweat in the gym especially when I did not havo a vote
during the winter are given an added boost , while those who prefer myself , seems wholly inconsistent. in the first place , namely, tho inmerely to skate slowly around the rink are not forced to do anything His charges of a use of "Wisvvall's troduction of the original proposal
Rules of Order ", as I pointed out in alono , on whi oh IFC f olt it could
more for abou t half the year.
m y stat em en t in th o l ast ECHO , aro vote affirmatively, followed by the
not
only unfounded , but are indeed enforcement clause , whi ch it f olt it
it
is
ridicthe
game
Now the .point can be made that at this stage of
peculiar
in view of his silence con- could not support.
Continued on Page Four
corning them during the meeting.
Desp it e th e f act th at th e Chair
Not once did Bill raiso a "Point of had no vote , I did foel an obligation
Order" or any other procedural ob- to speak out for what I saw in the
jection.
host interest of Student Government
Box 1014, Colby College, W at erville , Main o
LIU s point concerning the discus- when tho motion concerning the enOffice : Roberts Union, Call TR 2-2791, Ext. 240
sion over his motion to separate tho forcement clause was being debated.
Founded 1877. Published weekly except during vacations and examination periods by tin enforcement amendment from the At that timo I stat ed , and I still
indents of Colby College ; printed by the Eagle Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner , fvfal ne original proposal is invalid because support m y conviction that Student
,
Charier members of the New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Represented b\
had boon moved at tho G ov e rnm ent is n ot a "Micky Mouse
ofUQstion
th
National Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates: Students $3.30 ; Faculty free ; all other:
^
ond of tho preceding mooting, and , Club" , but a Student Government.
$3.30. Newstands price: fifteen cents per copy.
Entered as second, class matter at the Post Office at Waterville , Maine. Acceptan ce fo. under S33, #29 , of ROBERT'S If , when faced with a real and premailing at special rate of postage provided tor in section U0*, A ct o* October 5, 1917 . RULES OF ORDER , a motion to sent issue, Stu-G fail s to utilise the
autho rized December.24 , 1918.
amend tho previous question is out power conferred upon it by tho enAll opi nions in this newspaper not otherwise identified arc those of the COLBY i',< HO
of. order. Parliamentary, onco tho tir e Student Body, and passes only
iIj
c
ECHO ivhcn you buy.
M.mi_h
question has boon moved , it cannot a criticism of that thing opposed ,
EDITOR • GARY MILES, '62
b o v ot ed u pon in an y but its f orm Stud ent Government is correspond• MANAGING EDITOR • ANN GLEASON, '-2
prior to moving .tho question , and in gly weakened, For Stu-G to deBUSINESS MANAGER ,.. • AIXSTON WELLER , '62
so T was compelled to disallow de- clar e so stron gl y and vividl y that it
EDITORIAL BOARD : Priscilla Gwyn, '62 ; Frank Wiswatl , '62 ; Mark Bradford , '62 ; bate on a motion to amend, In an is opposed to discrimination , and
Stewart Stearns , '63.
attempt to satisfy IFC' h wish es , de- th en t o r o fuso to take positiv e st ops
spite Bill' s out-of-ordor motion , tho t o eliminat e it is n ot only ill og ical ,
SECTION EDITORS
Chair declared an unprecedented C it i s hypocritical ! When Stu-G is
Photography • Robert Weibust , '64
News Editor ¦Stewart Stearns , '63
minuto rocoss , to all ow I.FO to do used ns a blufTlng-board , it l oses its
Parry,
'63
David "Vogt, '64
Ass 't. News Editor - Shirley
tho "po litikin g " whi ch r esult ed in respectability and avoids its responNeal Ossen, '63 a defeat of tho motion on tlio floor , sibility. To havo passed tlio proposal
Ass't, Business Manager ¦
Ass ' t, Feature Editor • Richard Pious . '64
Advertising Manager • Craig Malsch, '62
Sports Editor - Wilmot Hallctt. '64
and whi ch permitted IFC to ro-in- bof or o us with out th o "tooth" to
Circulation-Subscription Manager Make-up Editor . Susan Scliaeff , '<S3
troduoo tho original proposal without whi ch Bill was so violently opposed ,
Richard Geltman , '63
Ass't, Make-up Editor • Judy Mllnor , '64
th o enf or cem ent claus e, all of whi oh would (in my opini on) b o w o rs e th an
Financial Manager • David Pulvcr , '63
Copy Editor • Daniel Tralster , '63
accomplished just what TFO wanted punning nothing at all.

Athletic Requirements

Lette rs To Editor

QJ t)i> GfoibH ErijD

the student and his own parents.
The Dean said that it was his moral duty to make such visits. He
also said that these visits are unannounced but will not begin for
several weeks.
2. It was suggested that money
and personnel be directed to inform
the New York Times of Colby activities , especially in the real m of
varsity scores. This will be investigated further.
3. All organizations on the Colby
campus are requested to submit
constitutions to the sec. of Stu-G
within two weeks. Organizations
without such please make this
known to the secretary also. This
request is made so that Student
Government files may be brought
up to date.
4. The constitution of the Badminton Club was presented and accepted. Voting of fund s to this organization is under consideration by
the Stu-G treasurer.
5. President Wiswall was voted a
mandate to investigate a more effective means of student identification to alloAv entrance to college
athletic events.
6. A progress report was made on
the 1961 class gift of a cannon. The
instrument should be ready for use
at the next home game.
7. The Homecoming theme and
schedule were announced. Cost of
the bid has been cut in half this
year to facilitate student attendance. Consequently, complete student support of the weekend is
urged.
8. A pep rally has been scheduled
for Parent' s Weekend at which
Freshmen will burn their signs.
9. Full scale hazing of freshmen
has been urged.
10. A m otion was made and
passed to propose to proper library
authorities that the 'All hours
study room ' be opened at 9 a.m.
on Sunday mornings.
There being no further business
the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted ,
Nancy Kudriavetz
Secretary
Bill s vituperative elaim that the
Stu-G vote last week was "guided"
or "fi xed" , is doubly odd in view
of his silence on the floor of tho
mooting. His assertion that Stu-G
is running wild with all kinds of
assumed power (under , one would
suppose, tho influence of my evi l and
conniving personality )
is totally
basoloss in view of tho fact that
tho Student Body itself , three years
ago , establish ed (b y ref erendum ) tho
Stud ent G overnm en t in it s pr esent
form , granting to it all of the powers stated in its Constitution. To
Bill' s concern over tho "implications " of Article IV , Section 1 of
th o Constituti on , I can only suggest that he road the point in question and try to understand it. It is
obvi ous that tho Student Government is not attempting to transcend tho bounds of its Constitutional
authority, but i s only sa ying "will"
instead of "may " as to tho u se of
its recommendatory power. In any
enso , tho Anal decision is not up to
th o Student G overnment , but t o th o
Administrative Committo of tho Collogo , and consequently tho Board of
Tru stees.
Bill' s charge that tlio . Stud ent
Government is not perfectl y representative is ono with whioh I porContinuod on Pago Four

Facult y Adds Fourteen
Educational TV in Area To Exp anded Staff
WCBB To Present

Both Temporary and Per manent
Members Join Faculty

Fourteen new members have Been added to the Colby

COLBY-BATES-BOWDOIN EDUCATIONAL TELECASTING CORPORATION
September.1961
FIRST FTV

WCBB,Channel 10, Is Maine's first educational television station. A
pioneering effort, it is owned jointly i-/ three colleges through tho
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Educational Telecasting Corporation (non-profit)
and Is the-first cooperative venture of this type by three independent.
liberal arts colleges,

TEC11NICA L
FACILITIES

itchfield, Maine, 10
From IIs transmitter located on Danforlh Hill, l
miles from lewiston,WCBB's 3) 6 ,000 watt signal will reach 494,000
people,approximately 54% of tho population of Maine.
WCBB's transmitting tower and antenna have been erected, its transmitter building is now under construction and technical equipment is
being purchased and installed. Programming is scheduled to begin this

PROGRAMS

fall.
Programming under the direction of thr«o liberal arts colleges provides
almost unlimited opportunities for unique and outstanding presentations,
taking full advantage of the colleges' educational resources. A special
committee is already at work developing these potentialities.
WCBB will be linked by microwave relay with WENH,Durham,N. K,
and with WGBH, Boston. Both are educational television stations now
in operation. While plans for future live programs are in the formulative
stages,approximately half of WCBB's ir-ilial programming will originate
ot these stations. The other half will be presented through the medium
of videotape and film, drawn largely from the extensive library of the
National Educational Television and Radio Center,Ann Arbor,Michigan.
Maine's commercial TV stations are and will continue to be most coope rative. They have oflered their facilities 10 WCBB for live programming,
pending eventual construction of its own studio.

Colb y-Bates-Bowdoin TV Network
Maine's first educational television station will broadcast its first
program about November 1. WCBB, which is owned jointl y by Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin , is the first cooperative venture of this type
by three independent liberal arts colleges.
The new grants of $10,000 each , which were announced recently,
will help the situation pay its initial cost of $500,000. One grant was
anonymous ; the other comes from
the Warren Memorial Foundation ,
Westbrook , Maine. The grants are
important because WCBB relies
completely on private funds to cover all costs. The total raised to
date cannot be ascertained , as gifts
have come to each of the colleges
involved , a,s well as to the corporation which controls the station.
The first year's operating costs have
been budgeted at $80,000.
Half the initial programming of
the station will originate at other
educational television stations with
which WCBB will be linked by
microwave relay. The rest will consist of videotapes and films. A typical day 's programming will feature
classroom programs on all levels
from elementary school to college ,
during daytime hours , and in prime
evening time, such cultural live
broadcasts as Boston Symphony Orchestra concerts and book review
programs. The goal of the station
is to havo a studio on each of the
three campuses. Thus , visiting professors might lecture to classes at
all three colleges simultaneously,
Eventual ly, most • of tho programming will originate from these studios.
From its transmitter located on
Danforfch Hill , Litchfield , Maine ,
near Leiriston, WCBB' s 316,000
watt si gnal will reach 494,000 people , approximately 154% of the population of Maine. WCBB' s transmittin g t owor and an tenn a h ave
boon erected , its transmitter building is now under construction , and
technical equipment 3s being purchased and installed.

An edu cati on al t el evi si on station
will b o especi ally import ant t o

Maine, whioh is predominantly rural , and still has man y small and inadequatel y equipped primary and
secondary schools. It is hoped that
WCBB, by attempting to bring tho
best in teachers and teaching methods to Main e's necessarily decentralized school system , will stimulate Maine students to greater achievements. It is hoped that tho
cultural and public affairs programs to bo broadcast in tho evenin gs will bo useful to adults in
isolated rural areas,

College Students
Fight Illiteracy
The Confederacion Universiteria
Boliviana (CUB)-will start , with assistance of COSEC and UNESCO , a
National Illiteracy Campaign from
September to December 1961, on the
basis of an Experimental Pilot Project for adult education. According
to the recently held census , Bolivia.,
with a population of 3,325,251 inhabitants , has approximately 70 to
80 percent illiterates and illiteracy
is therefore one of tho most important national problems. This campaign received the unanimous support of the Ninth Intern ational Student Conference (ISO) , held in Klosters , Switzerland , which mandated
COSEC to give assistance to CUB in
this important project.
Material assistance has been requested from the National Unions ,
UNESCO hav e
an d COSEC and
jointl y launched an international appeal to obtain school equipment and
other utensils needed for this campaign. Tliis illiteracy campaign will
be the first concrete step which may
serve as experience to organize simil ar p rogr ams in which university
students contribute to solve tho social problems of thoir country in. a
positive way. It is hoped that all
stud ents thr ou gh out th o world will
givo all possible support to this Experimental Pilot Project for adult
education.

M id dlebur y Ends
Comp ulsory Chanel
After several years of constant
student protest , Middlebury College
h a s fin all y abolish ed compulsory
chapol attendance. Tho decision was
supported by tho collogo faculty and
tho Chaplain as woll as by tho students.
To talco the place of tho compulsory servic es , Middlobur y has
planned a, series of services in which
students , faculty, and guest speakers will bo featured. Tho program
will bo mu ch like our own Vespers .

faculty for the academic year which has just

commenced ; of these, three are in the Department of Philosophy, three in the Department of English,

two in the Department of Modern Languages, and one each in the Departments of Art, Classics, Geology, Government, Music, and Sociology.
The Department of Philosophy is particularl y fortunate in having as a visiting lecturer Professor
Amar Nath Pandeya, who is at Colby under the Fulbright Fellowship Exchange plan which sent
Professor John Clark to India for a new members of the English De- the University of Colorado. Mr.
year of teaching. Dr. Pandeya is a partment are wives of current fac- Meader is an Instructor.
graduate of Lucknow University, ulty members, and have been apA former Teaching Fellow at Harfrom which he received three de- pointed as part-time Instructors. vard in both Classics and Drama
grees and a fellowship for research Mrs. Elis Yokelson , wife of Dr. Joel has been appointed an Instructor in
on Buddhist Logic. He has been Yokelson , also of the English De- Classics at Colby. Mr. Fetter Westchairman of his department at Hans partment, attended universities in ervelt , who attended the University
Raj College University of Delhi Germany, and received an exchange of Leiden on a Fulbright Grant , is
since 1949. The author of numerous student scholarship to the Universi- also a candidate for a Ph.D. at
publications in philosophy, he will ty of Redlands , California, where Harvard. At Colby he will teach
be working as a regular member of she studied for a year. Mrs. Jokel- both Classics and English.
the faculty in philosophy and reli- son has had previous teaching exDr. Paride Del Bigio, a geologist
gion. Appointed as an Instructor in perience at Brown University and specializing in structures resulting
the same department was Jay E. here at Colby. Mrs. Elizabeth Pes- from deformation of the earth's
Bachrach , who comes to Colby from tana , wife of Dr. Donald R. Pes- crust , and a graduate of the UnivColumbia University, where he is a tana of the Geology Department, ersity of Bologna, Italy, has been
candidate for his Ph.D . A Phi Beta has previously taught both second- appointed an Assistant in Geology.
Kappa graduate of Indiana Univ- ary and college English, and has, Dr. Del Bigio is a United States
ersity, Mr. Bachrach was previous- like Mrs. Yokelson , also taught at Citizen and a Korean War veteran.
ly a lecturer at CONY and Hunter Colby before. Mrs. Pestana is a
A candidate for his Ph.D. in PolCollege. Mr. Donald R. Dunbar is graduate, of the University of Wisitical Science at Columbia Universthe third new memher of this de- consin.
ity, Mr. Marvin Weinbaum , has
partment. This graduate of Boston
Appointed as Assistant Professor been appointed to the Government
University and candidate for his of Modern Languages is Dr. Wesley
Department Faculty as an Instructdoctorate at the same institution V. Blomster, whose specialties are or. Mr. Weinbaum graduated from
studied , in 1954-55, in Frieburg, German and Russian . Dr. Bloms- Brooklyn College and the University .
Germany, on a Fulbright Grant- He ter , a native of South Dakota and of Michigan and defines his major
,
has held several pastorates in the a graduate of the University of field of interest as American GovCongregational Church. Mr. Dunbar Iowa and the University of Colo- ernment.
is an Instructor in Philosophy and rado , has taught in Germany and
Another faculty wife , Mrs. DoroReligion.
at both the institutions he attendMr. William C. Wees , a native ed. He has lived in both Austria thy Reuman , wife of Dr. Robert
of Missouri , has joined the Depart- and Germany. Mrs . Jacqueline Thi- Eeuman of the Philosophy Department of English as an Instructor. beault-Schaefer , a graduate of the ment, has been appointed a partMr. Wees is a candidate for a Ph. University of Caen , France, has time Instructor in Music replacing
D. degree at Northwestern, where joined the Modern Language Facul- Dr. Re , who is on Sabbatical . Mrs.
he has beea teaching v and studying, ty as an instructor. She came to the Eeuman , who holds an MA in muand is particularly interested in the United States with a Fulbright sic from the University of Wisconcontemporary period in literature. Grant and has taught at the Univ- sin , plays the cello regularly with
While at Northwestern , he engaged ersity of Edinburgh and Middlebury the Colby Orchestra .
in some creative writing in "b oth College. Mrs. Thibeault-Schaefer
Frederic
Replacing
Professor
poetry and fiction. The other two has begun work on the Dortorat es Geib who is also on Sabbatical
Lettres.
leave is Miss Loraine Gaudreau , a
The newest addition to the facul- graduate of Perkins Institute for
ty of the Art Department is Mr. th e Blind , Syracuse and Smith.
Charles A. Meader who is teaching Miss Gaudreau , an Instructor in Soadvanced art and assisting with the ciology, is a candidate for her Ph.D.
museum exhibits . Mr. Meader is a at Cornell. Her doctoral dissertagraduate of Dartmouth College from tion will concern the attitudes of
which he received a Reynolds Fel- the blind toward the sighted in
Portland Press Herald — Five so- lowship for study in Franco, and of contemporary American society. ,
rities at Lake Forest College have
lost their national charters in a dispute with the college over local autonomy and their future is in the
balance.
There are several aspects of intellectual life at a small college
The college president , William which must, of economic necessity, be relegated to a less vital position
Graham Cole , said Friday he does
in the extra-academic curriculum.
not know whether the charterless
Concerts, recitals, and related musical activities at Colby have, unlocals can survive without national
support.
fortunately, been all too often that aspect of intellectual life forced
"There is a fraternity at Lake into the shadows.
Forest which is operating looally
Now , with tho f ou n din g of Th e mittee's consideration : 1. Tho
since its suspension last year for Colby Music Associates , Colby stu- founding of a scholarship enabling:
pledging a student of Jewish extr- dents may look forward to a pro- m an y mor o talent ed stud ents t o
action ," ho said. "Whether the so- gressive en ri chm ent in th e musi cal further thoir studies in applied murorities can operate tho same way life of the college. The primary sic ; 2. The establishment of a colis questionable."
fun ction of the Music Associates is lego record collection and , ultimateColo, who has headed tho institu- to bring perfo rming artists and lec- ly, a record lending library ; 3. tho
tion 30 miles north of Chicago since turers to tho campus. In addition expansion of the concert
series to
th o fall of I960, wrote alumni on t o this th o or gan izati on has several including ton performances by ac,
Thursd ay that the five sororities had long range goals which are : a quar- knowl ed ged arti st s duri
ng tho
lost thoir national charters . Ho said tet in residence music shell on cam- school year; 4. Tho e
stablishment
,
tho charters woro withdrawn be- pus a summ er musi c school and of a public concert
and lecture se,
cause tho school's board of trustees festival sch olarships for musically ri es t o bo giv en b y m
,
emb er s of tho
in 1958 and last Juno advocat ed full talented students , and an increase Oolb y Musio Faculty
; 5. Tho inclufreedom for local ch apters to choose in tho resources of Colby' s music si on of tw o stud ents
as memb ers of
their associat es, regardless of race , department.
the functioning committee.
creed or color.
Tho 1961-02 Concert Series will
Tho opportunity and demand for
Tho sororities are Alpha Delta Pi , bring to Colby tho following artists :
a pr og ram such as plann ed by tho
with headquarters in Atlanta ; Chi October 20 s Tho Curtis String
Colby Muslo Associates is vast,
Omo ga, with main officcos in Cincin- Quartet , ono of tho world' s most Throu gh patronago
and encouragen ati ; Gamma Phi Beta , with a reg- oxitstanding quartets j. February 15: ment of thoir programs
their goals
ional offi ce in Chicago and Alpha Mary MoKonzio , Contralto, a 1960 may bo roadil
y attained and enPhi and Alpha Xi Dolta , both with winner of tho Metropolitan Audi- joyed.
national headquarters in Evanston , tions ; March 22 : Alexander BorIllin ois,
ovslcy, pianist and toaohor at tho
Colo said th o trustees ' notion sot Now England Conservatory of Muno deadline and "no throats woro sic,
mad o, no ultimatum issued, "
Tho committee has planned a
Ho said tlio college was not op- comm endabl e prog ram for its first
posed to sororities or fraternities but functionin g year . Tho following five
is opposed to discrimination,
suggestions aro offered for tho com-

Sororit ies Crushed
In Clause Issue
At Lake Forest

Colby Music Associates

FOR GOD,
FOR COUNTRY

and FOR COLBY

"Colbyana " Fil es Reveal
Scenes of Old Colby
In a cramped and financially undernourished cell of the Miller
Library complex there abides, in a few hundred feet of shelf and file
space, the college's own autobiography, known in "Colby Family"
terms as Colbyana.
One need only go to a friend of Colby ana to learn of the administrative vice which has caused neglect of these quaint records ; the

ATHLETIC REQUIREMENTS
Continued trom fi age Two
ulcus to compel college men to engage in strenuous physical activity.
True , but if we are going to have a
physical education program, we
should be willing to work at it. The
program should really be conducted
for the purposes of education. There
should be instruction in seasonal
sports ; there should also be a
greater emphasis on "carryover"
sports , such as golf , skating, swinging, tennis , and bowling. These are
the activities that students will engage in after college, and this is
where instruction, supervision , and
competition can do the most good.
Colgate University already has a
program designed around "carryover" sports , and there is no reason
for Colby to stick solely to the old
team sport activities which characterise 19th century methods of physical education.
Education includes not only the
abilities to engage in sports , but
also the understanding of the concepts involved in sports. These are
familiar to the members of the
staff , all of whom are coaches in
their own right. It would be easy
for them to include such training
in the classes. As for the exercises
that are given , we should return to
the point that it is ridiculous to
compel college students to exercise.
This point is valid. Exercises can
be imposed , it is true , but after college, what then ? The results are
wasted on those students who have
failed to recognize the value of exercising. At any rate, the concept
of exercise involves the repeated ,
daily exercising to maintain exercise potential already developed. Obviously, two hours a week do not
fall under the category of regular,
repeated exercise. For the purposes
of building or maintaining strength,
they are useless. Certainly a few
minutes of exercise can hardly compare with . the voluntary participation of students in competitive supervised , .and coach ed, .
sports.. of
^
their choice.
In conclusion , there are three
steps we can ask the Division to
take to improve men 's physical education :
1. Supervision and instruction in
"carryover" and team sports.
2. The creation of vari ous daily
weight and exercise programs which
could be carried out individually by
students , and the elimination of exercise programs in the weekly classes.

books, papers, letters, and films impulse seized the Sophomore , who
themselves, however, are nothing raised his cane and struck the hat
so sharp a blow as to land it in the
but years of collegiate virtue.
ditch . He then started to walk off
Nestled among old mpney-raising
as if nothing had occurred , but
posters , ancient ECHO editions
hearing the click of a revolver he
even older loving cups and presentturned about and finding himself
ation swords there lies a wealth of
uninjured , trod upon the Freshinsight into how good the old days
man's hat as it lay upon the
used to be. One such bag of byground , and completely ruined it.
gone jewels takes the form of a
At this moment he heard the exvolume entitled "Colby Stories —
plosion
of a revolver and ' felt the
classes
1832as told by men of the
lead
strike
him in the back of the
Carlyle
Herbert
1902 , Edited by
head.
Turning
suddenly, he rushed
(Concord
,
Libby — Illustrated"
upon
the
offending
Freshman , re1900).
The
N.H., Rumford Press ,
ceiving
another
shot
which just
an"illustrations" are tintypes of
grazed
his
breast.
He
then
severely
pass
for
tebellum grads who could
caned
Mr.
E.
and
probably
would
Lincoln
with
Dan Boone or Abe
have
spoiled
his
countenance
but
for
ease.
the presence of the other students
The "stories" are another thing.
who interfered to separate them.
They concern the actions of Colby
"This occurred on College Street ,
students around the railroad-infested old campus , telling of molasses not _ . far below South College. Proon the chapel benches, cannons stol- fessor Blank then occupied the
en for raids and rallys, railroad house nearly opposite the spot
station wagons rolled into incon- where that encounter took place.
gruous environments, and class He was evidently making his toilet
spirits that enables a whole sopho- preparatory to going to church , but
more class to be soaked in its sleep hearing the shouts he looked from
by freshman buckets filled with his window and saw what was caus"ice-cold water from the Kenne- ing the commotion. He rushed upon
bec. " In a word , this 200-page the scene with one side of his face
glance at Colby's history shows the clean shaved and the other covered
contemporary Mayflower-Hill scholwith lather. The students ran from
ar to be extraordinarily well-beall directions , some dressed for
haved. To wit, pp. 197 ff:
church and some decidedly un"Mr. R. entered the Freshman
class , coming from Virginia, and dressed.
bore the reputation of being as hot"It remains to be said , simply,
blooded as some other Virginians. that the next morning both were
He wore one empty sleeve. Every
summarily expelled. "
Sabbath morning he persisted in
wearing a high hat , but since he
i
carefully concealed the offensive
Flu Vaccine will be available i
headgear during the remaining portion of the week he went undis- to students and Faculty as soon !
turbed for some time. One Sabbath as it can be determined how many ;
morning he set out for church ar- wish to have it. If you are in-i
rayed as usual and soon overtook terested please contact the In-!
j
and passed a member of the Soph- firmary AT ONCE
All
students
under
21
years
of
omore class, Mr. B., who walked
J
slowly and with the aid of a cane. age must have written permis-i
It seemed to Mr. B. as Mr. R. sion from parent or guardian, a!
passed that ho bore himself in an post card will do.
j
especially offensive manner, giving
Watch for the Announcement !
3, The introduction of concepts of
a toss of his head which resembled of Clinic date in the near future. * physical education and training,
i
_ _ _ _ _^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ __ _ _ _ i
a challenge. At any rate , a sudden
theories of games, and team and
individual sports.
No matter how many winning
varsity teams Colby produces , its
Job , Novelty & Social Printing
Department of Health and Physical
Tailors , Cleaners & Dyers
Repairing and Alterations
Education will have failed miserably
"We Givo You Service "
Telephone TR 3-3434
Custom Made Clothes
if it does not provide effective phy22 Main St.
Waterville ; sical education for its students.
88 Pleasant St.
Waterville
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On Sunday, October 22, at 4:00 p.m., a new series of vesper services, the first of their Mnd at Colby College, will be inaugurated by
Professor Peter Bertocci. Professor Bertocci is the Borden P. Bowne
Professor of Philosophy at Boston University. He will be followed on
November 2 by the Reverend Harry H. Krumer, minister of the Plymouth Church of Pilgrims in Brooklyn, New York. On March 25,

Dr. Herbert Gezork will speak at
the special vesper services: Dr. Gezork is the President of the Andover Newton Theological School. The
final speaker of the series will be
Professor A;T. Mollegen , a member
of the New Testament Department
of the Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary at Alexandria,
Virginia. . Professor Mollegen will
speak on April 15. In addition , a
tentative special service has been
scheduled during the Religious Convocation. These services will take
the place of the customary morning
services so as not to interfere with
the regular church attendance in
Waterville. At each of the special
vespers there will be singing by the
choir.
The series , which is being subsidized by the American Baptist Convention on a special one year grant ,
was described by President Strider
as an attempt to bring "scholarpreachers" to the Colby Campus.
Dr. Osborne expressed the hope
that it would "keep the Colby Community up to date with current theological thinking. "
"In its attempt to bring to the
campus outstanding speakers representing various denominations , ''
Chaplain Osborne continued , "Colby is extending its policy of lectures in all fields. " As a supplement to the Ingraham Philosophy
Lectures , and the Religious Convocation (which is also aided by
the American Baptist Convention),
this lecture series is considered to
be ,, a worthwhile venture. It is,
Chaplain Osborne pointed out, a
"town and gown " project , and it
is hoped that many of the people
of Waterville will avail themselves
of the opportunity of hearing outstanding theologians on the Colby
campus. If enough interest is generated in this series, there is a distinct possibility that the program
may be placed on a permanent- footing.
1963 ORACLE STAFF
Appointments
to the 1062
ORACLE staff have recently been
announced.
The staff wi ll be
headed by Editor-i n-Chief , Cindy
Peters , a junior from Westbrook ,
Maine , who was assista nt editor
East year. Busines s Manager will
b_ Dave Westgate , a junior from
Mattapoisette , Mass. The position of Managing Editor will be
taken over by Dian Emerson , a
junio r from Lexington , Mass.
They will be assiste d by Mary
Michelmore , Copy Editor ; Ruth
Veit and Steve Carpenter , Senior Editors ; Suzy Martin , Photograp hy Editor ; Frank Stephenson , Sports Editor ; Bill Dowdon ,
Photographer ; and Karo n Bogann y, Head Typist.
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LETTERS TO EDITOR
Continued from Page Two
sonally agree, and , fulfilling a campaign promise . I made last year, I
included it last summer in a list of
proposed amendments to the Constitution. An amendment concerning
this, with others (including those
mentioned in last week' s ECHO
Editorial), will be proposed to the
Student Body in a general referendum in the near future.
Bill's intimation , in the course of
his remarks , that I am "anti-fraternity" is completely ridiculous. As
a fraternity president , I am deeply
associated with and devoted to the
cause of college fraternities generally. In this regard , I am distressed
over tlie reflection which Bill's letter casts upon the IFC, which I
personally hold to be a useful and
worthwhile organization , and I think
it most unfortunate that its President should choose to involve its
ideals in a statement of personal
opinion.
Finally, speaking in defense of the
members of the Student Government , I resent Bill's accusation that
they are being blindly yet blissfully
manipulated. Person ally, I give them
credit for more intelligence.
That Bill should have chosen to
make these petty accusations via
the ECHO, without so much as a
word to me beforehand , can only
lead me to belive that he is attempting to gain public sympathy for his
own case largely on the basis of a
personal vendetta.
Bill suggests, and I quote , that
"many feel they have misplaced
their trust m the head of Stu-G-".
If many trusted , when they elected
me as President , that I would be
swayed by the momentary heat of
public opinion , that I would neglect
to support what I felt to be in the
best interest of Student Government , or that I would fail to support the Constitution of the Student
Government, unless and until it can
be amended to the satisfaction of all ,
then I say to you that , truly, they
have misplaced their trust.
Very truly yours ,
Frank L. Wiswall , Jr., '62
President , Colby College
Student Government
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CONSERVATIVE PERIODICAL
Continued from Page One
al, and inexact when it is taken
out of context. However, these
words , in any context , cannot be
more true , more crucial , or more
needed to be heard . There seems to
be almost no measure of intelligence
in N.R. 's comment. Does its sarcasm suggest any other answer ?
Does it reveal the true nature or
the issue, or show any trace of
logic ?
Under a title "Memorandum ",
N.R. begins : "To : Managing Editor, New York Times, From : National Review.
Re: Your reputation as an objective newspaper", and criticizes the
Times for giving more coverage to
a "Communist front organization"
than to a meeting of The Committee of One Million (Against the
Admission of Red China to the
United Nations). The "communistfront" organization was a Congress
of people who were concerned with
the preservation of constitutional
rights which they and four Supreme Court justices felt were abridged in the Courts in a decision upholding the constitutionality of the
McCarren Internal Security Act of
1950.
How can N.R., by inference, feel
that it is objective , when it makes
a statement, in an article about
Gore Vidal , that , "those whom we
consider communist, we designate
as communist. "
This is a brief picture of a magazine that calls itself a "journal of
fact and opinion. "
We must look very hard for
facts , and there seems to be little
intelligence in its opinions. Facts
may be there ; it is up to the individual reader to decide for himself.

HONOR SYSTEM: I
Continued from Page Two
matter how major an instance that
be - while at the same time it denies the trustworthiness of the student body in most other instances ?
Is it not , indeed , time for an overhauling of the whole exam situation so as to admit a respect for
the integrity of the student body ?
Either we are honest or we are dishonest ; we are not both.
In calling for an honor system,
certain points ought to be kept in
mind. First , the student body is
ready for it. The inception of the
January Plan is evidence of this
fact : did the faculty not think the
student body ready for a display
of its integrity, one may assume
that the Plan would not have been
passed. Second , an honor system is
meaningless unless applicable to the
totality of college life. Either we
are on our own or we are not there are no two ways about it.
Third , in order to be effective, an
honor system must be in student
hands to as great a degree as possible ; anything else prevents its being a true, student-based system
rather than an imposition from the
administrative gods.
What ought to be the provisions
of an honor system ? A very rough
outline might be as follows :
Resolved :
1) That all Colby students will
undertake to follow all instructions in academic assignments and exams ; to consult
no unauthorized references,
or to list references if they
are allowed ; -to take no more
time for an exam than allowed , or to note the time
taken if the matter is left to
the student's own discretion ;
2) That all Colby students will
undertake to enforce ' the dis-

Gas Tank Full?
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For The Game ?
See
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GIGUERE'S
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146 Main Street
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:

cipline of academic honesty
both for themselves and for
their fellow students ; and to
report all infractions either
of their own doing or of their
fellow students' doing, to the
properly designated authority ;
3) That the penalties for various
infractions of the above rules
be clearly defined at the inception of any honor system ;

Oolby Professo rs Colby Beneficiary
Take Sabbat ieals In Montague Will;
Fund Established

Every seventh year members of
the Colby College Faculty are offered the opportunity to go on sabbatical leave for a period of one or
two semesters. Professors David G.
Bridgman, Fred Gieb , and John A.
Clark and Associate Professors John
J. Lorio and Peter J. Re will undertake independent study in accordance with this plan during the year
1961-62.

4) That these provisions and all
penalties be made public at
the beginning of each school
year ; and distributed to all
entering freshmen and retu rning uppeiclassmen , who
Prof. Bridgman of the History
will henceforth be held res- Department will be absent from
ponsible for them ;
campus during the second semester
to
continue work on a study of the
5) That the enforcement of these
1954
Oppenheimer Case, For two
regulations be in student
years
he has been working on this
hands.
case with the assistance of Colby
One might note that such an idea faculty research grants. It involves
is not an impossibility, nor is it the relation ship of scientists to their
something totally unthought of government most specifically to the
,
prior to this editorial : the present military, within the "atomic age."
officers of Stu-G were elected with
Prof. Clark is returning to his
the proposal to consider the basis
birthplace
, Ahmednagar, India where
for an honor system as part of their
he
will
teach
at Ahmednagar Colplatform. With the inception of the
lege
under
a
Fulbright
grant. He
January Plan , a total honor system
will
carry
a
program
of
writing
and
becomes more of a necessity than
ever before - for outside the con- research in several of the neighbortext of such a system , the January ing Indian universities , dealing with
Plan's attempt, as previously de- the subject "Values in the Social
fined , become a farce , a meaning- Sciences. " In addition , he hopes to
establish contacts which may bring
less gesture.
teachers from India to Colby on an
It should also be noted that we annual basis in later years.
speak of a "total" honor system.
Work on two incomplete novels
As it is meaningless to ascribe honand
a critical article on the works
or in one area of academic life while
of
Mary
Ellen Chase will occupy
denying it . in another, so too is it
Asso.
Prof.
Iorion of the English
meaningless to devise only an acaDepartment
during
his year away
demic honor system. An honor sysfrom
Colby.
In
addition
, he hopes to
tem for Colby must include within
write
several
short
stories.
it a code providing a framework for
life in the college situation after
Asso. Prof. Re will be on leave
classes and studies end - such a pro- only for the first semester. He will
gram will be considered next week. spend his time in musical composition and in catching up on his reading of latest developments in music
theory.
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Colby College has been named
beneficiary in the will of the late
Gilbert H, Montague, New York
City corporation lawyer. The bequest of |5O,O0O will be known as
the Amy Angell Collier Montague
Fund in memory of his wife.
In th e will, which b en efitt ed
many institutions, Montague stated
the gift was made "in commemoration of several of my friends who
are officers of Colby College . . . "
On several previous occasions , the
philanthropist had made substantial gifts to Colby. The sculpture
court of the Bixler Art and Music
Center was a gift in memory of
Mrs. Montague who died in 1941.
The Montague summer estate ,
Beaulieu , at Seal Harbor was given
to the college in 1956, with the proceeds from the resulting sale going
to the college's development program. Many of the flowers from the
estate have been transplanted to
the Mayflower Hill campus.
Montague, holder of honorary degrees from several institutions including Colby, died in New York
City, February 4, at the age of 80.
He was a graduate of Harvard undergraduate and law schools.
BAND MEMBERS
As a result of recent try-outs ,
the following students were elected to the Colby College Marching
and Concert Band :
Arthur Beveridge , Gordon Bowie ,
Susan Brown , Charles Currie ,
Linda Goodine , Judith Guptill ,
Jeryl Hamilton , Pamela Harris ,
Randall Holden , Harriet Holmes ,
Cynthia Jones , Harry Marshall ,
Laura Pierce , Eileen Wills , and
James Woodard .
The Band Officers for 1061-62
are : John Chapman , President;
Marvin Ostrovsky,
Vice President ; William Chase , Student
Director ; Anita Nourse , Secretary ; Michael Robinson , Treasurer; Patricia Diano , Lib rarian ;
Karen Pearson , Librarian; Chester Purdy. Manager .

Prof. Gieb of the Sociology Department is also on sabbatical leave
for this year. He will be at Syracuse
doing graduate study.
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Act now for 1962 foreign
college registration!
$1.95 at your campus bookstore
/3R_t RAND MCNALLY
V__y & COMPANY
P.O. Dox 7600,Chicago 80,Illinois
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Charge Accounts
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Soccer Squad Squeaks
Out 5 - 3 Win Over B, U

OCC dtSUTS SIS JVlillCS

By BRUCE HERTZ
Mario Diaz netted two goals to pace the Colby varsity soccer squad
to a thrilling 5-3 victory over a strong Boston University squad in
the season opener for both outfits last Saturday at Boston.
Diaz, the Mules' right wing, paced the victors in the first and second periods by dropping two tallies into the B.U. nets. Cornell and
Schiffer of the Terriers evened the count at 2-2 before the end of the
• - ,.,..'- half. '
I

Defense Outstanding Too, As
. .. Pass Intercep tion Record Set
By BILL HALLETT
Between Ken Bee at quarterback and a sterling job by the defensive unit, the only question that can
exist in anyone's mind is why Colby didn't defeat Bridgeport University by any more than 13-6 last
Saturday at Seaverns Field. The game marked the home opener for the Mules and boosted their season
record to 2-0, while dropping Bridgeport to 0-2.
Bee was at his best as he threw 11 completions in 21 attempts for an amazing 154 yards. This includes two perfect touchdown strikes for 47 and 17 yards, respectively. The protection that Bee re-

ceived from his line and blocking
backs was a sight to behold. Only
once during the course of the contest was he caught behind the line
of scrimmage while attempting to
pass.
, And where Bee left off , the defense came in. The line limited - the
Purple Knights to a mere 32 yards
on the ground. It is worth noting
here that last season , Bridgeport
averaged well over 100 yards on the
ground per game. But that was not
the extent of the defensive work. The
Mules set a team record when they
snagged no fewer than six enemy
passes out of the air. Cy Thoebald
led the thievery with three for his
own collection , while Charlie Carey,
Bruce Kingdon and Bob Whitehouse
each took one. The old record was
set in 1956 when the Mules grabbed
five Bowdoin passes in defeating Trainer Carl Nelson looks over startin g right end Bruce Waldman i
their arch-rivals , 24 - 20.
last Saturday 's bruising encounter with Bridg ep ort.
The game was mainly a defensive
Colby 's varsity eleven was bestowed with two honors this
week, one a team effort , and the
other an individual accomplishment.
Teamwise, the squad placed
eighth in Lambert Cup competition among small colleges in the
East for supremacy, according to
the selection committee of coaches
snortswriters and sportscasters.
The Mules received an average
rating of 2.3 out of a perfect 10.
Ten points is awarded for first ,
9 for second , etc.
Tufts , tomorrow 's opposition ,
was ranked fourth with 5.4, while
Trinity College and the University of Maine , future opposition ,
received honorable mention.
Dick Bonalewicz tool, individual honors as he earned himself
a berth on the first weekly All
East Small College Team for the
season. A junior from Fall River, Mass., the 6', 230 pound tackle played 60 minutes Saturday
and was responsible for five tackles resulting in 31 yards lost
for Bridgeport in the tight defensive battle.
Tho Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference also bestowed honorable mention to halfback Cy
Theobald , who mado throo interceptions last week, and to sophomore end Bruoo Waldman.

MULE KICKS

*

one , with Colby being forced to punt
eight times , and Bridgeport six
times. Tho ono Colby weakness of
th o aft ern oon show ed f orth in th oir
inabilit y t o k eep their hand s on
tho ball onco thoy got it. Th e Mul es
fumbl ed nin e tim o and l ost th o ball
on five of those occasions.
Th e hom o f orces wasted n o tim o
in th e opening minut es o f tho gam o
as Carey picked off a Bridgeport
pass on tho enemy .6. Boo promptly
hit loft ond Paul White on the 23 j
five yard s from tho nearest defender , ho carri ed the call into the end
koi\q for tho score. Dan Barrett
plaoo-kiokod tho oxtra point to give
Colby a 7 - 0 load at onl y 2 :20 of
tho gam e,
All remain ed quiet in tho scoring
world aft er th at till 3:09 of tho
fourth period when Boo throw a
porfoot strike from tho 1.8 to Bruoo
Waldman on tho ono ; Wnldnuui
Continued on Pn go Sovon

By BILL HALLETT, Sports Editor
To cover last Saturday's football game here between Colby and
Brid geport University was certainl y a pleasure that is accorded to
reporters in few other schools of Colby 's size.
To be sure, everyone here at Colby has b y now noticed that massive green structure behind the home stands at Seaverns Field. The
giant , new press box has solved a problem that has been looming over
the Department of Public Relations and the Athletic Department for
a number of years now. The old press box , as upperclassmen will recall , was in such delap idated condition that some people wondered
what held it up. It has even been rumored that the wind came our
way and the press box did sway. At any rate, the old structure was
condemned , and it was therefore a necessity to build the new one.
Much of the credit for the new box belongs to Mr. Whalon , Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds. While the majority of the
work, about 80% to be more precise , was done by the H. T. Winters
Contracting Co. in Waterville , the Colby Buildings and Grounds
Dept. handled a sizeable portion of the work , including benches.,
seats, wiring, trim , and plumbing facilities.
Work began on July 2, and immediately the workers came upon
their first problem . They had: to blast 11 feet into the ground to set
the foundations for the sewers. Work is expected to be completed by
the end of this week , barring any unforseen difficulties.
Working our way up to the top, the press box features on the
ground level a large concession stand and lavatory facilities for men
and women, On the next level, which is the press level, there is room
to seat 20 reporters comfortabl y. ' Also located here is an outside telephone for calling and receiving scores of other games, a private communications system with the official scorer on the next level, and
there will be a water-cooler installed. There is flouresccnt li ghting
overhead , and the windows can' ba» shut tight in inclement weather ,
making the press box on those cold , piercing afternoons the most envied place around. It is also worthy of noting here that should the
time ever come for expansion , this level is 12 feet deep, so there is

Colby fullback Dick Schmaltz,
slipped a penalty kick past B.U.
goalie Kaufman in the third , while
Fred Merrill quickly followed suit
with a rebound drive to give the
Mules a 4-2 edge. The Terriers came
back to narrow the margin to a.
single counter when inside left
By ROD GOULD
Budginas boomed a drive past the
Colby's sailing team suffered a
Colby defense.
narrow defeat at the hands of the
The visitors wrapped things up
University of Maine and Bowdoin
in
the early minutes of the last sesat a regatta at Orono last- Sunday
sion
when Stam Tsitopoulos scored
by the close margin of 17-17-13. .
on
able
assistance from right wingAdverse wind conditions caused
er
Fred
Watkins. Watkins worked
three Mules to capsize , and therein
the
ball
down
the right side of the
lies the story of the afternoon. Jack
field
and
looped
a drive in front of
Williams led the Colby yachtmen
the
B.U.
nets where Tsitopoulos
with five points , followed "by Steve
Eittreim with three, Charlie Wig- headed the ball past the hapless
gin and Dave Westgate , two apiece , Terrier goalie. Colby held the score
and Marty Shoat , with one. Under down for the rest of the afternoon
the scoring system, each boat that with tight defense and good ball
starts the race is awarded one handling.
point , and one point is awarded for
Coach Mike Loebs said this was
each enemy boat that is defeated. a team victory in which no one
The squad will face Bowdoin , Har- player could be singled out as outvard , and Dartmouth this Sunday standing. The Mule hooters will
at Brunswick.
meet Lowell Tech on the home field
The official name of this relative- tomorrow. Lowell edged a strong
ly newly refonnded group is the Colby team last season by a 3-2
Yacht Council of the Colby Outing count to break an unbeaten record
Club. Commodore Eittreim hopes to of 29-0. It was the first Colby varrevive sufficient interest in the sity soccer loss ; the current record
group to make it as popular as it i s 31-1, including the B.U. game.
was 15 years ago. Howe-ver , due Coach Loebs hopes to see the stuto lack of interest , the club's boats dent body turn out to support the
ed to attend.
soccer men avenge this heartbreakContinued on Page Seven
er.

Sailing Team Is
Defeated In Its
Opening Regatta

BUTTON DOWN
DRESS S HIRTS
Authentic
Universit y St y le
Made To Retail at £.95
b y ENR0

whites and blues

Continued on Pago Sovon

JONES

YANKEE PEDLAR M OTEL
THREE CO LBY SPE CIAL S

;

Fr iday, Saturday and Sun day Nights
COMPLETE DINNERS
$1.50
5,00 to 8:00 p.m.
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WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET
Pacy '27
Howie '41
Ludy '21

BEE STARS
Continued from. Page Six
stepped into pay dirt and the score
was 13 - 0.
The Knights would not give up,
though, and they marched from their
own 11 to a score in just eight
plays," with Pete DeG-regorio throwing 29 yards to Michael Oshnan in
the end zone. Theobald batted away
a pass attempt for the conversion
to keep the score afc 13 - 6.
There were still 6:09 left in the
game and the Knights had every
intention of trying to pull this one
out of the fire. They recovered a
Colby fumble on their own one yard
line and started to march . But
Whitehouse broke up things when he.
intercepted a pass on the Colby 28
with one minute left ; the ftEules
then ran out the clock.
Turning to tomorrow afternoon 's
encounter, Colby will be up against
a very tough Tufts squad. The game
will be played at Medford , Mass.
The Jumbos boast great depth on
their team , and a forward line that
averages 217 pounds , including 260
pound Carmine Parisi at left tackle.
The Tufts line is the strongest it

has been in many years. The home
forces are a power running team.
They do throw occasionally, but just
to mix up the defense ; last week,
they threw four passes for 54 yards
in defeating Bowdoin.
In addition to a tough outlook
personnel wise, the statistics are not
with the Mules either. The season
record between
the two schools
shows that Tufts has won 12, dropped two, while one game was a tie.
Colby has not defeated the Jumbos
since 1938, when they turned the
trick to tlie tune of 23 - 0. However, the teams have clashed only
twice since then.
However, Coach Clifford has stated that he expects the team to be at
full strength and ready to give their
opponents a good fight.
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Congratul ations
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to

Colby 's ,

<

i football and soccer teams on their |
|

[ successful games this past week-
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end. That 's the stuff we like to!

i -S3. Good luck tomorrow.
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SAILING TEAM
Continued from Page Six
were sold in 1951, and therefore, at
the present, the Council is yachtless.
Membership in the Council is
open to all those who desire to learn
how to sail. Previous boat handling
is not a prerequisite. The next meeting will be held Wednesday, October 18, at which time the yachtmen
will greet all new members.
Highlight of the fall season is a
national regatta in New Orleans on
December 29 and 30 tinder the auspices of Tulane University. Two
new England schools will be seleetThc final match play in the
Colby Golf Champio nship for '61
is scheduled to get under way
next week at the Waterville
Countr y Club. Six players have
already turned in their scores ,
leaving two more openings .
Those who have carded their
scores are : Ralph Noel (79), Tom
Richardson (81), Ronnie Ryan
(82), Bruce Marshall (82), Bruce
Fenn (83), and John McNabb
(85).
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Frosh Booters
Ready To Take
On Kents Hill
by Bruce Lytla
"Experience" is the word Coach
John Kempers uses as he optimistically looks at the freshman soccer
team preparing for its.opening game
October 11 at Kents Hill. Says
Coach Kempers, "The freshmen have
great potential." This viewpoint of
the team is seen by the fact that
most of the candidates have had
experience either in high school or
prep school . Possessing depth and
versatility, players will be competing throughout the season for the
11 starting jobs.
George Burks will be in the goal,
with fullback positions going to Martin Dodge , Tom Hill , and . Bucky
Smith. John Huckel , Bob Rohrs,
Tom Morrione , and Myles DennyBrown are fighting for the three
halfback positions. Right wing is
Dave Kelly, with right inside forward positions going to Bruce Aj isnes and Tom Carney.
Bruce Barker , Ahmed Salim , and
Baha Nahawi will see plenty of action as center forwards. Pete Ives
.and Bob Lewis will play respectively the left inside forward and left
wing positions. Other players who
will see action include Larry Bailey,
Bruce Donohue, Harvey Hyler , Jim
McCabe, Bill Oursier , John Welch ,
and John Workman.
Looking at the game with Kents
Hill , Coach Kempers merely replied
that the freshmen should have "the
ability to win, and that any success
achieved this year will be through
hard work and a sense of team spirit.
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MULE KICKS
Continued from Page Six
ample room to build another row of
seats on this level , slightly elevated
over the first row.
The' next story features nine individual booths , each enclosed by
sliding doors . Six of these are for
radios ; "WTVL usually carries Colby's home games , and during the
State Series Competition , there are
frequently numerous other radio
,
stations
here , including representatives from Portland and Bangor. Of
.the other three booths one is for
,
the public address announcer and
one for the official scorer , while
.the telephone to the visiting bench
:is located in the last booth. Vacant
¦
booths here go to scouts , while any
(other scouts can be seated on the
.press level.
The upper elevation , which reaches 36% feet into the sky, features
three booths. The first if for the
Colby movie camera man, who
takes 1200 feet of film of each
game. The Colby bench telephone is
located in the middle booth , while
the last spot is for the visitor 's
movie camera work .
Many people have speculated that
it was a waste of money to build
such a lavish press box when we
will have only three or four games
during the course of the average
season . However , there are certain
factors which we must consider
here. First and foremost , the old
press box was condemned. Something had to be done. On top of
that , it was extremely poor public
relations to show anybody into the
old box . And a final important reason rests with the idea that it is
necessary to install lavatory facilities on the field. Previously, the
nearest facilities were either Roberts Union or the fieldhouse. It is
therefore evident that the new
press box was an absolute necessity.
. On,liekalf..of the-rest- of.the working press , the sportscasters , the
scouts , and the officials who work
in the press box , I would like to
extend our warmest thanks and appreciation to Mr. Whalen and the
Buildings and Grounds Dept., and
to all others concerned , for a job
well done.
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GET YOUR CAR READY
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For Now and the Fall Season!
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Complete Repair Service
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For All Cars
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j PROCTOR'S
GARAGE

54 North Street
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WatervillQ

Oscar went wild! "The importance of
wearing ERNST" sudde nly beco mes
a great new experience! A verso of
colors, an ode of fabrics and tex> .
tures, and a poet's laurel to good
taste. Rave notices are yours with

epnst

TONY'S
FABULO US
| Italian Sandwiches and Pizzas j
!

At tho Rotary

TIES, OF COURSE

Canaan House
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Call Ahontl and Havo Your
\
, \
Order Waiti ng
TR 2-0731
I
Opon Sundays at 4 :00 p.m.
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! Students planning to apply for i
| admission to medical colle ges in
i the fall of 1962 who have not yet *
\ taken the Medical College Admission Test should do so on
' Saturday, October 21st , of this
' year.
.

Eph ram Reads Echo

? ?

i

I

!

Applications
are obtainable
' from the chairman of the PreAdvisor y
Committee ,
i Medical
i Professor Paul E. Mlachemer. ApI plications. must be completed and
• mailed to the testing company
iby October 7th. Scores on this
i examination are reported directi ly to medical colleges. .
|
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Cai-0 To Give

extensively throughout the Eastern
United States.
The program of her Sunday concert is as follows :
Bach
Partita, No. 1
Lucia Lancellotti Caito, mother
Novelletten , Op. 21 - No. 8
of a Colby student, will give the
Schuman
first concert (a pianoforte recital)
Two
Nocterns
Chopin
of the year in Given Auditorium ,
Op. 48-No. 1
October 8th at 8 :00 p.m . After she
graduated from the Regia Academia
Op. 32-No. 1
Filharmonica de Bologna , where she
Fantasie, F Minor , Op. 49
received her formal training, Mrs.
Prelude, pour le piano
Caito first appeared with the BologDebussy
na Symphony ' Orchestra , as soloist ,
La serenade interrompe
playing the Schuman Concerto in A
minor. Since then , she has toured
Polonaise, E maj or
List

Piano Concert

DECORATING YOUR ROOM ?

We have original prints and drawings,
posters, wall-hangings, Lamps and many
other decorative accessories.

| The test is designed to measure
| genera l academic ability, underi standing of modern society, and
{ scientific knowledge .

SHOPPING FOR A SPECIAL GIFT ?

Our selection of quality imported
merchandise gives you a wide choice in
hand-made articles of good contemporary
design and craftsmanship.
Gome in and look around.
We're open daily from 10 to 5.
Friday evening until 9. Closed Sundays.
ENTER AT RUMMELS ON SILVER STREET

. . . . way aon t your
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RESTAURANT
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Air Conditioning
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Waterville, Maine
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i WITH THESE LOW COLLEGE RATES!
g
¦
Q PLAYBOY (1 yr reg $6) . . . . . . $ 5 . 0 0 1
h PLAYBOY <2 yrs rcg $11)
9.00 3.87 _
*3TIME (1 yr rog ?7)
12 yrs l
7.00 1
i*r|TlME
3.67,H
Q US News and WR 139 wks)
3.O0 NEWSWEEK ( 1 yr rcg $6)
(34 weeKs )
2.50 .
>*?
*Q NEWSWEEK
(1
$5.95)
yr
rcg
4.00 1
LIFE
•?
(2 yrs
7.00 1
l
^Q LIFE
¦
$6.75)
.
.
.
.
4.00
Sports
III.
ll
yr
ron
*ff
¦
(_D
(2
SPORTS
ILLUSTRA'
yrsl
..
7.50
*D
I ? Harper 's Monthly II yr reg $6) . 3.00 1
(1
Saturday
Review
yr
reg
$71
..
4.00
§
?
SATURDAY REVIEW 12 years ) . . 7 . 0 0
ID
? NEW YORKER (8 mos rcg 55) .. 3.00 ¦
? AT LANTIC MONTHLY (8 mos ) 3.00 1
¦*? Archlt Forum 11 yr rcg $6,501 .. 3.25 H
5.50 .
3 Christian Sel Mon 16 mos )
1ESQ UIRE (8 mos rcg .$41
2.00 B
! J Ladles Nome Jour l_ 3 mos rcg 551 2.CG 9
3 Sat. Eve. Post 139 wks rcg $4.50) 2.99 2.00 '
_ LOOK 11 yr reg $4) ,
MADEMOISELLE (1 yr rcg $51 . . 2.50 1
I 2
~ Good Housekeeping 12 yrs rcg $6) 3.50 M
~\ READER'S DIGEST 18 mos )
2.00 1SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (1 yr ) . 6.00 .
(1
ITho Reporter
yr reg $6)
4.50 |
B
3 New Republic (I yr rcg $8) . . . . 5.00 B
6.00 °
J THE NATION 11 yr rcg $8)
D Manchester Guardian il yr AIR ) 8.00 m
10.CO M
I lUEALITES 11 yr rog 5151
1.GRAPHIS (I y r r .c o.$ 15) ... .. .. . . . 1 1 . 25 H
yr
)
..25.00
DNY TIMES (Sunday only 1
3NY TIMES (Booh Review 1 yr ) .. 6.50 ¦
I 1AMERICAN HOME 125 mos ) . . . 3.25 B
3 Am or Jour of Mc'dlcln o II Vr!" .. 10.00 B
lAmcr Jour of Surgery ( 1 yr ) . . . 1 3 . 00
" ]Art Direction 11 yr rcg $61 . . . . 5.00 1
I iArt - News 11 yr rcg $11,50 .. .. .....,„ .99 |
3.00 DArU & Archit 11 yr rcg $5)
I Better Homes & Gardens ll yr ) . 3.00_
1
Car
&
Driver
11
yr
rcg
$51
3.00 0
I 1Changing Times (1 yr )
fi. r ,i H
IDownbeat 11 yr rcg $7)
5.u0 Electronic
V/orld
11
yr
rcg
$51
..
3.00 m
J
(
1
FLYING
yr
rcg
$51
3.00 H
1
I
5.C0 U
3 FORBES (1 yr rcg $7,501
u
(1
FORTUNE
yr
rog
7.50
5101
iT\
3.00 m
? GLAMOUR II yr rog $5)
I _ Harper 's Bazaar II yr rcg $5) .. 3.00 H
3.7S H
0 HI-Fidelity ( 15 mot rog $71
B n HI-FI Stereo Review ( I yr reg $51 2.50
1 hHOLIDA Y (15 mot rcg $7,501 . . 3.7S H
¦ n House Beautiful (2 yrs rsn 010) 6.00 0
n HOUSE & GARDEN ( 1 yr rcg $61 3.50 _
•n HOUSE & HOME 11 yr rog $-) . . '1.50
"Hiving 4 Young Hmkrs ( 1 yr ) . . . 2.00 H
I
Modern Bride 11 yr rcg $31
2.00 U
J MeCALL'S Il year )
3.00 fl
_ Modern Photography
II yr rog $4) 2.00 _
Popular Boating II yr rcg $51 . . 3.00 1
i ,_ Popular Electronic! II yr rcg $4) 2.00'M
~ Popular Modi 120 mos rcg 5,801 2.9S 11 yr reg $5) 2.50 . Popular Photography
RE DBOOK (1 yr )
, , , . . 1 . . 3.0o |
I
1 ROAD & TRACK 11 yr rcg $5) . . 4.00 N
3SCIENCE DIGEST II yr )
3.50 "
I , J The Second Coming 115 lisuoi ) , 4,00 a
TSh ow Business III II year )
7.00 R
• .tisiNO OUT 11 vr rog $3 ,60) . , , . 2,5o H
¦ QSKI MAGAZINE 12 yn rog $51 . 3.00 °
I DSKIING NEWS (2 yri rog $51 , , . 3.00 H
1 ? SUNSET 12 yrs rog $5)
3.00 H
DTh oatro Arts <9 mot rog.$5.65 ) . 5.00 H
3 Town & Ctry (22 mol roc, 13,75) 8,50
3TV Guide 144 wlo rog 4,40) . . . . 3.33 Q
I 3V0GUE II yr 20 luuos )
5.00 0
+ORDER NOW, publtflior will bill you later STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIOM SERVICE
.
I
11743 N. Konmoro , Lot Angoloi 27, Calif,
Enclosed $
Send sub scriptio n to: I
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11 DVAL FILTER DOES _TH^^_

^Tareyto n's Dual Filte r in duas partes divisa est! "
says turf king Virgilius (Big Wheel) Plutarch. "Iky the
Appian Way to fine;tobacco taste—Dual Filter Tareytons,"
says Big Wheel. "From the Alps to the Aqueduct, we smoke
them summo cum gaudio. Try Tareyton, one filter cigarette
that really deUvers de gustibusl"
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